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WILLS — CLASS GIFT TO PERSONS NAMED — By the terms of his father’s will, the plaintiff was made beneficiary of a trust fund which the testator directed “shall be and is in full of all claim . . . which he is to have out of my estate.” Specific bequests were given to two of the testator’s sons. The residue was devised and bequeathed “in equal parts to my following named children” (the seven brothers and sisters of the plaintiff being named as legatees). One son who was named both as a specific and residuary legatee predeceased the testator. The plaintiff contended that the bequest to that son and his share in the residue lapsed and was undisposed of by the terms of the will, and, therefore, should be distributed as intestate property. The court held that the specific bequest to the deceased son fell into the residue and that the residuary gift was to be regarded as a class gift and divided among the six surviving residuary legatees. Strauss v. Strauss, 363 Ill. 442, 2 N. E. (2d) 699 (1936).¹

The result in the principal case is the same as that reached by the Kansas court faced with a similar fact situation in the case of Corbett v. Skaggs,² but the theories of the cases differ. In the Kansas case the court refused to accept the rule that lapsed shares of deceased residuary legatees are to be treated as intestate property and held that in order to effectuate the intent of the testator the lapsed shares must go to the surviving residuary legatees. In the principal case the residuary legatees were regarded as a class and those members of the class surviving at the testator’s death were permitted to take the entire gift. Both courts were guided by a desire to ascertain the intent of the

¹ Justice Farthing dissented on the ground that there was no class gift and that in the case of partial intestacy an heir cannot be disinherited whatever the testator’s intent.

testator and to give effect to that intent and both courts acted so as to prevent partial intestacy. From the act of executing a will a court will presume an intent not to die intestate as to any part of the estate. The presence of a residuary clause serves to strengthen this presumption. Direction that a certain individual shall take nothing or shall take so much and no more, or that a specific bequest shall represent the donee's claim in full will not prevent that person from sharing in the case of intestate distribution. However, a court will sometimes give effect to such provisions as against more general language of gift which would otherwise include the person described. A class gift is peculiar in that the members of the class surviving at the time of the death of the testator take the entire property. Ordinarily designation by name precludes the interpretation that the gift is one to a class. This is true even if the persons so designated have such characteristics in common as to form a natural class. However, if the testator's intent to make a class gift is manifested by other language in the will, the court will be ruled by that intention. The result of the principal case seems proper in view of the testator's clearly expressed wish that the plaintiff have nothing beyond the specific bequest. The device of finding a class gift which obviates the necessity of rejecting or breaking the general rule as to lapsed residuary legacies seems to be a suitable means to the desired end.
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